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Overview

Managed Security Service Providers (MSSPs) are crucial in fighting
against cyber threats, e.g., an MSSP offers you advanced
monitoring, anomaly analysis, and investigation of malicious code
and, identifying attempted or successful security breaches and etc.
Keepnet’s MSSPs business model helps MSSPs to have different
security solutions in one platform which helps to protect MSSPs &
their customers, allowing the service provider to focus on
cybersecurity expertise for their customers.
Keepnet labs MSSP business model allows the MSSPs to manage
multiple companies under one Platform, reducing workload and
easing the operations like managing several environments and
technologies. Keepnet provides a scalable and integrated solution
that creates an efficient, automated process against email-based
attacks. Keepnet’s expertise in security and its history of
partnership programs with many businesses around the globe as
well as the knowledge exchange between these partners have led
to many achievements. Together with our business partners,
Keepnet provides an effective and strong security solution that
creates new services and revenue streams for MSSPs.
Keepnet’s solutions provide a scalable and integrated platform that
helps to manage all client email security operations. The platform
supports businesses to manage security operations against lifecycle-of email-based attacks like threat intelligence, simulated
phishing test, security awareness training, email threat simulation,
incident response capabilities including threat analysis,
investigation, triaging, and client alerting through an efficient,
automated process. The platform delivers a multi-alerting
mechanism with advanced automation capabilities to ensure realtime notification.

Overview

Keepnet Labs multi-layered modular solutions involve the
following integrated tools:

01

Incident Response (IR)
It provides critical operations such as reporting, analyzing, searching,
quarantining, or eliminating an email attack with one click. Automated
investigations and rule generation options can eliminate possible threats
before they reach the target users’ inboxes. IR is integrated with many
malware analysis tools.

02

Threat Intelligence

03

Email Threat Simulator

04

Phishing Simulator

05

Securiy Awareness Training

Possible data leaks belonging to the clients are canned through Darkweb and
Deepweb. Therefore our clients stay one step ahead of potential attacks that
may target their organization.

It simulates real attacks in a safe inbox using various attack variants and tests
the email infrastructure and the security tools the organization has. It helps to
take precautions against the risks identified.

It allows users to experience phishing attacks in a safe environment with the
most up-to-date attack examples and tests users’ behaviors with various
phishing scenarios.

Information Security Training: Users are instructed and prepared against cyber
attacks by engaging in security awareness training contents. Training pieces
are provided to users with various formats like videos, cartoons, videos,
presentations, animations, interactive content, HTML5 Training, games, and
other extra content.

06

Threat Sharing
By creating an information intelligence network (with various institutions like
banks, airline, insurance, hospitals and technology companies, etc.), Threat
Sharing Platform allows the sharing of intelligence data (anonymously or nonanonymously)

Overview

Keepnet Labs enables MSSPs to modularize the entire solution
across different clients or specific tools like incident response and
orchestration. Using Keepnet Platform, business partners or
MSSPs are not needed to have a full SOAR orchestration
established for all clients, and they can reduce their high
operational costs USing Keepnet. Our business model will help
MSSPs to while label all platforms, using their own logo, and
creating their own brand visibility. The multi-tenant feature allows
MSSPs to cost-efficiently manage their customers and resellers
and grow their business.
Keepnet is a perfect solution to the security needs of an MSSP with
the following security use-cases:

Use Case 1

Use Case 1 is about a managed incident detection and incident
handling service (Incident Responder) which provides direct
action within the employee’s inboxes, using capabilities such as
scanning in the client’s email domain, identifying the threats, and
removing them. This tool is a great asset for the MSSPs that
they now host an advanced phishing incident response and
automation platform within their environment. Keepnet’s
Incident Responder (IR) provides advanced levels of incident
reporting, analysis, investigation, triaging, and automation
management capabilities for MSSPs. Using IR, MSSPs can create
playbooks to start the automation and orchestration processes
to take direct actions against phishing attacks and to proactively
fight against them.
Given the increasing number and sophistication of cyberattacks,
it’s too challenging to manage incidents. This is where Keepnet
IR comes in. It helps you quicken your incident response
capabilities and automate tasks, which can reduce your mean
time to respond by 67% and decrease the number of alerts
requiring human interventions by as much as 95%.

Incident
Response

Triage and Engage
Send email to user informing of email receipt.
Conduct initial triage to assign severity.

Extract, Check Indicators
Extract common indicators (IP, Hash, URL) from email.
Check if malicious indicator was found.

No

Yes

Respond to Phishing Attack
Send email to user con rming malice and further investigation.
Search for and delete all instances of the phishing email.
Scan attachment for IOCs and investigate further if needed.

Check False Positives
Run check on sandbox
Inspect sender domain distance for proximity.
Check if hostname URL is misrepresented.
Mail user informing of safety.

Keepnet provides security orchestration capabilities to MSSP partners to create phishing playbooks that
execute repeatable tasks at a machine speed, distinguish false positives, and make the SOC ready for a
regimented phishing response at scale. This enables MSSPs to take direct phishing response action in their
environment while also separately managing incident handling and alerts for their clients.
Benefits for MSSPs
Incident Reporting
Automated Incident Analysis & Investigation,
Automated Triaging & Response
Reducing Client Incident Costs through Successful Tracking & Metrics
Taking Actions Directly within the Client’s Email Domain
Lowering Response Times using Unlimited Playbooks

Use Case 2

Use Case 2 is about how an MSSP can use Keepnet Email Threat
Simulator (ETS) to test organizations’ security controls and
processes that may not be able to detect and contain an attack
quickly. Using ETS. MSSPs can evaluate their client’s security
whether or not they can detect and respond to a real-world attack,
by simulating the same attacks and techniques cybercriminals use.
MSSP business partners can exercise and evaluate the
effectiveness of clients’ security controls like new generation APT
products (Fireeye, Deep Security, etc.) and the anomaly detection
systems (SIEM) along with traditional protection mechanisms
(Antispam, Antivirus, Content Filter, etc.) and the security team’s
ability to identify and contain real breaches, unlike a standard
penetration test that is only focused on identifying and exploiting
vulnerabilities within the network and applications.
At the end of the test. MSSPs can create automated statistics and
remedy reports for the team to let them know how which types of
attacks are conducted and what kinds of recommendations should
be implemented to improve detection, and response capabilities.
Also, within these tests, actionable feedback including operational
details are provided to improve security and get better.
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Benefits for MSSPs
Simulating the Most Up-To-Date Real-life Attacks to
understand what they actually bring when confronted.
Testing
&
Strengthening
interworking
and
effectiveness security posture.
Defining and Evaluating Key Objectives to reveal key
areas of risks within the organization.
Demonstrating ROI and Validating the efficacy of
existing cybersecurity spending as well as an
additional investment if necessary.

Use Case 3

Use Case 3 covers the advanced managed security services
comprising a large number of clients. In addition to the Incident
Response (Incident handling and response, security playbooks, and
automation) and Email Threat Simulation, Threat Sharing and
Threat Intelligence platforms are hosted within the MSSPs’
environment, which are fully integrated with Incident Responder.
Threat Sharing platform facilitates an additional orchestration
using shared threat intelligence for MSSP’s clients. MSSPs can
easily manage threat intelligence data that is shared within the
Threat Sharing Community, and the detection, analysis,
notification, investigation, and response task can be easily handled
with a single click.
Moreover, using Threat Intelligence, MSSP business partners will
have another dedicated tool, that scans the web, searching for
signals and data that may represent a breach of their client data
security and a threat to their business.
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Benefits for MSSPs
Providing a proactive security platform. Organisations don’t have to wait until they are already attacked.
Fostering collaboration among peers and industry groups to identify latest attacks swiftly and implement
more effective solutions.
Increasing the timeline of incident response to alleviate an attack’s damage.
Reducing the cost of detecting and preventing data breaches.
Improving the effectiveness of the incident response processes by preparing the organisations for a wider
set of incidents.
Improving the security posture of an organization like to take appropriate technical and organisational
measures to secure and information systems prior to attacks happen.
Improving customers’ cyber resilience & reducing cyber risks by sharing threat intelligence data and taking
advantage of it within the industry to reduce the risk of a successful attack.

Use Case 4

Scenario 2 goes beyond the basic security awareness training
services to provide direct education to equip the client’s employees
against cyberattacks. Keepnet provides two-different modules in
the MSSP’s environment. Awareness Educator and Phishing
Simulator offers advanced levels of security awareness training
and advanced simulated phishing tests for MSSPs. Using these
two modules, MSSPs’ clients can create a corporate culture that
will keep their employees’ awareness level at the highest level.
Using Phishing Simulator, MSSP clients can use Keepnet’s diverse
content library that is continually updated to ensure that the
employees can enjoy training that’s up-to-date, engaging, and
developed by the industry’s most esteemed experts and leverage
high-quality training to increase frequency of user participation,
boost information retention, and foster a security-first culture.
Moreover, using a Phishing Simulator, MSSPs can provide a
phishing test platform to their clients to evaluate whether or not
their employees can identify a phishing attack. Phishing simulation
provides an understanding on how well phishing training programs
are employed and which users are most likely to be vulnerable to
phishing attacks. Phishing Simulator is an easy to use and edit, and
fully integrated with Awareness Educator. It is possible to select
various phishing templates that cover a lot of scenarios like
password reset attacks or fake promotions.

Phishing Simulator Module

Phishing Simulator Module
Attachment,
Data submission,
Click-only,
File upload templates

Generate Phishing Simulation

End Users
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Education
& Awareness

Awareness Educator Module

Report Engine
Trach, Report & De ne
Detailed user tracking
Phishing & education performance
Unlimited grouping (dept, company,
etc.)
Scorecard KPI's over time

3

Online exams, tests & certi cates
Serious games
Posters & tip sheets
Digital contents (Video,
Animations, etc.)

Benefits for MSSPs
Creating a security culture; regular training instills better habits.
Empowering employees by making the employees feel confident about their interactions with data and
reducing the chance of human error
Protecting assets by investing in training
Preventing downtime if a breach or incident occurs.
Establishing a proactive security policy
Learning the current risks and expanding awareness to mitigate threats
Staying compliant with the regulations and laws.
Increasing threat activity reporting
Reducing fraudulent activity since the workplace becomes safer for everyone.
Transforming employees into proactive agents - making them act as a primary shield against social
engineering attacks.

About us

Keepnet Labs protects businesses throughout the full lifecycle of emailbased cyber-attacks. We have developed a full spectrum suite of cybersecurity defence, threat monitoring, security management and user
awareness products that encapsulate an integrated approach to people,
processes and technology thus reducing the threat in all areas of cyber risk.
We are committed to continuous innovation and expansion of our suite of
security products in order to meet the needs of a dynamic and rapidly
growing networked population in a constantly evolving cyber-threat
environment. Our cyber defence strategy adopts three holistic elements:
people, process, and technology:
People: we focus on the “human factor”, using engaging, structured, content
to raise cyber awareness and engender “active defence” behaviours.
Process: we support the development and management of user security
awareness plans, monitor user compliance and Key Performance Indicators
and embed cybersecurity as an intrinsic part of the corporate culture.
Technology: we scan and isolate malicious attachments and email content
and provide system administrators with “one-click” management across the
enterprise.
Keepnet Labs improve overall organisational security posture and mitigate
cyber-risk by;
Real-time analysis and management of email-borne threats
Threat simulation designed to test the organisations’ security posture.
The availability of timely threat intelligence
Realistic, but safe, phishing simulation
Supporting security awareness training programmes
Our internal corporate strategy creates a stimulating and innovative
environment where the Keepnet team has the opportunity to continually
enhance their skills and creativity while contributing to growth.

